Introduction
It is known that tlic set, of harmonic homologies generates the group of projective collincations of the projective plane. In this note we show that the set of all harmonic homologies can be replaced by a. smaller class in which there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between axes and centers of homologies. Clearly this correspondence cannot be a projective correlation. We show that such a correspondence can be given by a 3-linear polarity (cf. [3] ). Ziyi = 0 i=l is the projective plane over 3" (cf. [2] ). Let us consider V = F 3 as a 3-dimensional vector space V with 9 as a zero vector. We also consider V as a (natural) afline space A, with lines, planes and parallelity || defined in a standard way (cf. [1] ). Let Q be the set of lines of A and let V be the set of planes of A. It is known that Po(3) can be visualized as the horizon of V i.e. as a structure with the set of directions of lines considered as a point-universe and the set of directions of planes considered as a set of projective lines; thus we simply say that U is a horizon of V. More precisely we define for k G G, Qev and then P^iS") = (^/Ih^/ll! l)> an isomorphism maps every line {a + Xb : A 6 F} onto [6]« and every plane Q with equation
Basic notions
For q = [ry]~; we write q||Q or q||x7/ if q\\Q (i.e. qlQ) or q\\xy resp. Let Q £ V and q = [ry]~ with q J(\Q; we consider the skew symmetry <7Q defined by the conditions: function 7q is, in a sense, a generalization of the well known construction of reflections in lines in Minkowski planes considered as afline planes with two directions distinguished. In the case of a 3-space we have three independent directions distinguished and in the plane construction of the image of a point x we replace midpoint of projections of x onto a given line by the barycentre of projections of x onto a given plane. Contrary to the plane case we do not obtain a map which preserves the distinguished directions.
